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8 Figure S3 . Figure S1 . Meta-analysis of the relative risk (RR, with 95% confidence interval (CI)) of stroke in observational cohort studies according to categories of baseline dietary potassium intake (<90, ≥90 to <120, ≥120 mmol/day) restricted to studies reporting both blood pressureadjusted and unadjusted estimates. 6, 7, 9, 10, 12, 14, 15 Figure S2. Meta-analysis of the relative risk (RR, with 95% confidence interval (CI)) of stroke in observational cohort studies according to stroke outcome (mortality or incidence). Estimates are from the 'most adjusted model' (A) and from the 'blood pressure unadjusted model' (B). Figure S3 . Meta-analysis of the relative risk (RR, with 95% confidence interval (CI)) of stroke in observational cohort studies according to sex of study participants. Estimates are from the 'most adjusted model' (A), from the 'blood pressure unadjusted model' (B) and from studies using both methods (C).
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1, 2, 6, 9, 12, 14, 15 Figure S4 . Pooled dose-response association between potassium intake and risk of stroke (solid line) in a meta-analysis modeling potassium intake with restricted cubic splines in a multivariate random-effects model, according to stroke subtype: ischemic type with (A) and without (B) for blood pressure adjustment, and haemorrhagic subtype with (C) and without (D) blood pressure adjustment. Dashed lines represent the 95% confidence intervals for the spline model.
